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MEDICAL FACTS
Penis is a special organ very different from other organs.
Penis is the only external organ in the entire human body whose size keeps on
changing frequently in the same person. Neither your ear, nor your nose, nor your
eyes change in size (eyes are same size from birth to death).

ANATOMY
Penis actually is a small, spongy, soft tissue hanging between two legs.
In non erect state, its size keeps on varying with climate, temperature and several
factors. See these two animated pictures of non erect, flaccid penis changing in
size. (Koparday, 2014). http://mydoctortells.com/picture-penis-size-big-small/
Even in erect condition the penis size keeps changing. The length, girth, width,
stiffness of erect penis changes from smaller to bigger and bigger to smaller
depending upon the amount of sexual arousal and presence or absence of fear,
worry and self doubt.
PHYSIOLOGY
The size of the penis in non erect flaccid state does not matter for sexual function.
Only purpose of non erect penis is to act as a tube for passage of urine.
When sexually aroused and in the absence of worry, self doubt, tension and fear,

penis becomes erect to its maximum size, which is always enough to satisfy any
woman. See http://mydoctortells.com/penis-erection-animated-picture/

MOST PEOPLE MAKE MISTAKE HERE
People compare their size to what they have seen. Maximum penises you have seen
are in pornography. Is it right or wrong?
Porn films are shot with computer generated imaging techniques, special effects,
special angles with sophisticated post production editing for the sake of selling
fantasy to make profit. Pornography is not indicative of what is normal.
When Salman Khan is shown jumping from the 10th floor and bashing 10 hoodlums,
then singing with Kareena in a garden we know what we are seeing is not real. We
also know that real people cannot do all those things in real life. Cinema is made for
entertainment and to earn money.
Even Salman Khan can't do what you see him doing on the screen. Similarly, in
pornography, porn actors play out a fiction. Porn does not show reality. If you make
the mistake of believing that the size of penis and the duration of sex that you see in
pornography are real then even if you are the best you will think you are the worst
and become a permanent patient.
It is not totally your fault. You were not given correct information about penis and sex
at correct time from correct source. So you believed what you saw. No one showed
you sex educational films with normal penis, what it can do, what it cannot do.
See: http://mydoctortells.com/increase-penis-size-myths-facts/

GOD MADE
Do you have problems with your arms, legs, nose and ears?
The Lord who made all these parts, the same Lord made your penis.
If you can't trust a doctor, at least trust the Lord who made your penis.

WHAT WOMEN ACTUALLY LIKE
Do you think, like majority of men, increase in penis size will give more satisfaction to
a woman? You are in for a surprise. See this: http://mydoctortells.com/penis-size-

not-related-to-pleasure/
Find out what men do not know about female sexual satisfaction. See

http://mydoctortells.com/best-foreplay/
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